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What is Qodex
When you integrate the Qodex platform,
you get:

Qodex (Qoden Exchange) is a lightning-fast and
highly secure cryptocurrency trading and

●

A white labelled cryptocurrency exchange engine
including all relevant source code

●

Professional support

●

KYC and AML integration

●

A state-of-the-art exchange engine that can
facilitate:

exchange platform. Enabling seamless integration
with some of the world’s most prominent
blockchains, Qodex has been deployed and
rigorously tested around the world.

●

○

Multiple order types

○

A robust wallet that allows for fiat deposits
and withdrawals

○

API integration

○

And much more…

A completely customizable UI to match your
business’s unique aesthetic and branding
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Platform Features

Trading engine

Cryptocurrency and Fiat Currency

Top-of-the-line trading engine designed for both retail

Capability to support both cryptocurrencies

investors and low-latency automatic trading systems.

and fiat currencies.

KYC/AML

Liquidity

Built-in Know Your Customer and Anti-Money Laundering

Robust technology that provides both liquidity

from some of the industry’s leading service providers.

and market making services within your exchange.

APIs and SDK Integration
HTTP-based REST and real time push Websocket APIs
with SDKs for numerous programming languages.

Security
Incorporated 2-factor authentication (2FA) functionality,
hot and cold wallet integration, and direct SMS or email
transaction confirmation support.
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Own Your Technology

The Qodex platform is delivered with all pertinent source code included.

Source code provided

Code samples, documentation and tutorials are also provided,
ensuring a seamless integration.

Easily deploy Qodex with AWS, Azure or Bare-metal.

One-time fee. When you purchase the Qodex platform, it’s
yours — forever. No long-term subscription fees required.

One time fee

Options for ongoing technical maintenance. Including: bug fixes,
software updates, and innovative new features
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UI, White labeling and Branding

Qodex provides a powerful backend API.
Each client-facing user interface can be
modified to reflect your brand’s unique
aesthetic. You can choose from one of our
pre-configured web-based templates or
create your own from scratch. We’ll work
hand-in-hand with you to design an ideal
look and feel for your exchange.
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Supported Coins and Security

EXCHANGE

HOT
WALLET

COLD
WALLET

Protecting Your Digital Assets
98% of all tokens are held in cold storage. Our cold wallets
are highly secure hardware wallets that are not connected
to the internet, requiring multiple signatures to validate
each transaction.
Qodex supports a variety of tokens out-of-the-

Our sophisticated system automatically and regularly

box and makes it easy to integrate additional

transfers excess funds into cold storage, ensuring maximum

tokens and cryptocurrencies.

security for your digital assets.
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Performance

Our exceptional order

Medium server has the ability

Servers can continually be

Up to 10,000 unique active

matcher can facilitate a single

to fulfill 10,000 requests per

added to enhance your

users can be serviced with a

trade in under 50mks.

second with an average

exchange’s throughput.

single server.

latency of less than 10ms.
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Integration Services

Qodex has a team of technical specialists available
to make your platform integration a success. We
can help you customize your exchange, provide
technical support with 3rd party integrations, and
deploy any required additional features.

Back-end Developer

Manager

Technical developers building and maintaining the

Dedicated account managers ensuring the

core logic of the Qodex platform.

successful integration and deployment of Qodex.

Front-end Developer

Analyst

Technical developers producing client-facing code

Detail-oriented business analysts seeking ongoing

that allows users to interact with the platform.

systems improvement opportunities to maximize
efficiencies across the value chain.

UI/UX Expert and Designer

QA

Developers creating beautiful and easy-to-use

Specialists preserving and enhancing the

interfaces and experiences for platform users.

quality of the Qodex platform.
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Liquidity Provider

After you’ve successfully integrated and deployed

The market making bot can even be

Qodex, your exchange will need liquidity.

reprogrammed to add small discrepancies to

The CopyCat market maker bot comes bundled
with Qodex, and helps create the necessary
liquidity to ensure your exchange is a success.
CopyCat monitors competing exchanges and
requests similar orders directly on your exchangemirroring natural trading activity.

the spread, allowing you to produce additional
revenue.
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About Us

+1 (302) 956 1540
+7 (812) 332 9489
St.Petersburg, 7 linia VO, 76, office 209
info@qoden.com

At Qoden Technologies, our team of more than 100
financial professionals have been building and
deploying state-of-the-art financial software and
trading solutions for over 10 years.

